
The Industrial Legacy & Landscapes
of Sheffield & South Yorkshire

Saturday 18th April, Sheffield Showroom & Workstation, Sheffield

This packed 1-day conference is being organised by SYBRG (South Yorkshire Biodiversity Research
Group) with PLACE (People, Landscape & Cultural Environment of Yorkshire) as their spring
conference, and with Sheffield Hallam University. The topics covered reflect the breadth of variety in
both the landscapes and the industrial legacies across South Yorkshire and around Sheffield in particular.

Speakers and topics for the day:

Professor Melvyn Jones – The Wentworth-Fitzwilliams of Wentworth Woodhouse: Industrial
Entrepreneurs for three centuries;
Professor David Hey – The Wilson family (Sheffield’s Snuff Mill owners) and the Stanage Moors Estate
(grouse moor);
Dr Leona Skelton - Regulating a Pre-Modern, Industrial, Urban landscape: Street Cleaning, Waste-
disposal and Insanitary Nuisances in Sheffield, 1500-1700;
Derek Bayliss – Wortley Top Forge and Rockley Furnace and the work of the South Yorkshire Industrial
History Society;
Professor Ian Rotherham – Industrial Transformation of South Yorkshire Landscapes - touching on
South Yorkshire’s Rivers, Heaths & Bogs: Industrial Impacts and Legacies.

The presentations will take place in the morning and early afternoon (from approx. 10.15am after
registration) and will be followed by an optional guided walk in the central part of Sheffield looking at
evidence of landscape change and industrial impacts. There are likely to be two options – a shorter gentler
stroll around part of the centre and a more strenuous walk up out of the centre to get a panoramic view of
Sheffield, the Don Valley and the moors beyond. The day will finish around 4.30pm.

Event sponsored and supported by PLACE, BaLHRI, Sheffield Hallam University and the Landscape
Conservation Forum. Places are limited and pre-booking is essential. Costs for the day which include
refreshments and a simple buffet lunch are £25 or £20 (retired / unwaged). The programme and booking
forms can be found at http://www.ukeconet.org/event/ or email info@hallamec.plus.com . Closing date
for bookings is 10th April 2015.


